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FinTech News Round Up: 12/22/2017 
● ‘The market is really crowded’: Anthemis Group’s Jillian Williams on tough times for personal 

finance apps 
● Voice assistants like Google Home and Amazon Echo won’t change banking in 2018 
● Amazon to strengthen fintech space with stake in Capital Float 
● Three ways alternative data will become more mainstream in 2018 
● How Central Banks Are Using Big Data to Help Shape Policy 
● Freddie Mac-Backed Fintech Platform Targets Debt Payoff 
● Nordea Uses Robot to Quadruple Clients Getting Investment Advice 
● Why banks want to collaborate now on open banking standards 
● Blockchain won’t change the world — at least not in 2018 
● WTF is cryptojacking? 
● Fintech Startups Seek to Shake Up Money Transfer Industry 
● BlackRock's Edge: Why Technology Is Creating The Amazon Of Wall Street 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 12/15/2017 
● ‘People are niches’: Robo-advisers are narrowing their focus to grow market share 
● Why Cross River Bank and Mastercard are collaborating on cardless ATM access 
● Danske Bank's Wealth Management Robot Now Has 11,500 Clients 
● Finance teams are ‘bottlenecking’ banks’ digital transformations 
● VCs are cooling on robo-advisers 
● Why JPMorgan, Amex, HSBC are backing ‘isolation’ web browsing 
● The Future Is Bumpy: High-Tech Hedge Fund Hits Limits of Robot Stock Picking 
● How Apple can use Shazam's tech to transform payments 
● What Hedge Funds Will Do After the Hedge Fund Model Dies 
● How Twine, John Hancock’s robo-adviser tool, keeps a startup feel 
● Finance teams are ‘bottlenecking’ banks’ digital transformations 
● VCs are cooling on robo-advisers 
● Will 2018 Be the Year of the Bank of Amazon? Experts Weigh In 
● A big Dutch bank’s fancy new AI system is here to help human traders—for now 
● Why Google and Amazon Keep Fidelity and BlackRock Up at Night 
● Why newish personal finance brands are believers in TV ads 
● Beyond chatbots, banks are now investing in ‘brains’ behind them 
● USAA’s Heather Cox is blurring the lines between business and technology 
● From lower to lowest: Digital advisor cuts fees to zero 
● An Open Internet is Essential for Financial Inclusion, FinTech Revolution 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 12/8/2017 
● Chase closes WePay acquisition, a deal valued up to $400M 
● How Cross River Bank plans to bring mobile payments to business customers 
● To drive mobile payment use, banks need to think beyond millennials 
● BlackRock and Vanguard Are Less Than a Decade Away From Managing $20 Trillion 
● What you need to know about China’s online microlending industry 
● In a tight market for talent, banks are looking to ‘match’ candidates with talent profiles 
● To drive mobile payment use, banks need to think beyond millennials 
● With Wallet, Target tries to deepen relationships with cardholders 
● ‘It’s more than just speed’: Why real time payments are a data opportunity for banks 
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● Why America could miss out big time on India’s fintech revolution 
● Banks are missing the point of open banking 
● Morgan Stanley is using a robo to attract younger customers 
● As new competitors emerge, Ally is drilling down on its customer-first approach 
● PNC will open some bank branches in Twin Cities 
● Betting on Alexa to change financial services 
● A pricing model that fits clients — and advisors 
● Setting The Table For Data Science And AI At Bank Of Montreal 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 12/1/2017 
● Inside BNP Paribas’ LinkedIn strategy 
● A day in the life of U.S. Bank’s head of brand and strategy 
● Barclays is building a retail bank in the US 
● Canada Post’s partnership with Amazon Cash stops short of postal banking 
● Wells Fargo Bankers, Chasing Bonuses, Overcharged Hundreds of Clients 
● ICBC Teams Up With JD.com to Offer Digital Banking Services 
● Allstate is watching you: How the insurer uses social media to check claims 
● Alibaba-Backed Paytm Aims to Become World's Largest Digital Bank 
● What does the CFPB do, anyway? Here are the lending scams the US agency shut down in 

recent years 
● Big tech's next prey: Big Finance 
● What Uber taught Barclays about agile development 
● ‘No consensus on what a mobile wallet is’: What banks and retailers really think about mobile 

payments 
● Wells Fargo to exit personal insurance business 
● Maybe Bitcoin Isn’t Untouchable at J.P. Morgan After All 
● Broker Protocol FAQ: Who's out, who's next and what advisors may lose 
● Tech is fueling the most profitable advisors 
● Schwab’s digital advice strategy: Convert the self-directed (and advisors) 
● Intuit VP: Design Is Reshaping People’s Relationship To Money 
● Fed considering digital currency: official 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 11/24/2017 
● Cafes, lockers and more small-business services: What the bank of the future should look like 
● Fintech seeks to ‘democratize data’ with Nasdaq’s help 
● American Express, Santander team up with Ripple for cross-border payments via blockchain 
● With Acorns deal, PayPal turns into a bank 
● BBVA to Launch Mobile Iris Scanner Through Partnership With Samsung 
● Square will generate $30 million in annual sales from bitcoin in 2 years, Credit Suisse predicts 
● Blockchain Gets a Wall Street Win: ‘We Know the Thing Works Now’ 
● Why PayPal and Facebook are pushing messenger-based business payments 
● SoFi, Elevate and other PFMs are using the holidays to teach budgeting 
● JPMorgan Weighs Offering CME Bitcoin Futures to Clients 
● BMO Financial fills new chief digital officer role 
● Financial tech is a big business. What Charlotte’s doing to become a larger player. 
● Warning Signs About Another Giant Bitcoin Exchange 
● Visa partners with banks for cross-border B2B payments 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 11/17/2017 
● Visa bids to bring contactless transit payments to the world 
● Finance apps are now getting into mobile banking 
● Cleveland Fed Slams ‘Predatory’ Marketplace Lending in Report 
● Automation Brings Cultural Change at S&P Global 
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● Fidelity latest financial firm to facilitate data sharing with fintechs 
● Fintech startup Flux partners with Barclays for itemised receipts 
● The pros and cons of bank 'intrapreneurship' programs 
● Inside the mind of a VC: Navigating the early-stage pitch 
● Aspiration’s Andrei Cherny: ‘We treat our customers as whole people, not just dollars and cents’ 
● In a letter to investors, SoFi CEO says he will refocus on internal culture 
● The newest most important role at banks: the chief customer officer 
● Goldman Sachs’ Marcus is winning the personal loans arms race 
● ‘Moments of Joy’: Citi pushes experience in marketing the brand 
● Catching up with the times, banks in the US are finally rolling out real-time payments 
● B of A, JPMorgan, Wells, Amex launch vendor management firm 
● Will Cash Disappear? 
● Before getting into voice, banks want to get PFM right 
● Betterment launches way to help investors donate to charities, increasing pool of potential 

customers 
● Quandl’s Tammer Kamel: ‘Investors are looking for gold nuggets in a sea of data’ 
● Square tests buying and selling bitcoin inside its payment app 
● Corporate execs are obsessed with blockchain because they can’t afford to ignore it anymore 
● Bank of America has launched a website to lure more corporate card customers 
● Traditional banks should help govern fintech: Fed’s Brainard 
● How bad is it for Equifax? Company reveals full fallout from data breach 
● Add Ally Bank to Amazon’s Alexa partners 
● Massive Ethereum breach spells opportunity for banks 
● SEC’s Top 3 Enforcement Priorities 
● Analysts flee Wall Street with gallows humor as research changes loom 
● SEC fiduciary rule threatened by political minefield 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 11/10/2017 
● How digital payments are changing how people get paid 
● Why banks prefer Twitter to other social channels 
● Equifax says it owns all its data about you 
● Goldman Sachs wants to become the Google of Wall Street 
● Fintech Lender SoFi Abandons Global Plans, Rethinks Asset Management 
● ‘We’re homing in on the underserved’: Intuit wants to lend small businesses money 
● Senators push to ditch Social Security numbers in light of Equifax hack 
● Acorns to launch new retirement accounts after buying Portland fintech startup, Vault 
● Why customer acquisition is so difficult for financial startups 
● Wells bundles in unlimited human advice with its robo-adviser 
● Why banks are sub-branding new customer offerings 
● The battle over bank customer data may finally be over 
● Facebook makes fintech move with UK launch of p2p payments via Messenger feature 
● How TD Ameritrade is making stock trading more social 
● SEC said to be developing streamlined ETF approval process 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 11/3/2017 
● Backed By Big Banks, Payment Provider Zelle Breaks First Campaign 
● These two twenty-somethings convinced HSBC to work with their startup — here's how 
● Why banks don’t acquire fintech companies 
● Meet Earn.com: 21 Rebrands Social Network In Shift Away from Bitcoin 
● How AI and automation are changing student loan payments 
● This start-up lets Chinese investors pour cash into US tech firms before they go public 
● How Bank of America's tech chief manages culture 
● What criss-crossing North America using bitcoin taught Amelie Arras 
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● India’s Top Payment App Has Eyes on U.S. Market 
● The CEO of investment startup Acorns wants his app to be used by every American with a 

household income under $100,000 
● Bitcoin Moves Toward Mainstream, Poised to Join Oil, Gold in Futures Trading 
● Banks still aren't giving SMBs what they want 
● Why Robinhood is launching a social network 
● Credit unions are testing a blockchain-powered digital identity tool 
● Amazon is invading finance without really trying 
● An app that could deal a fresh blow to payday lenders 
● Debating Where Tech Is Going to Take Finance 
● How Wells Fargo is using an app to help get new customers 
● Bank of America exec says passwords ‘need to go away.’ Here’s what’s coming next 
● Credit Suisse's ex-digital chief Marco Abele launches ICO for blockchain-based investment 

platform Tend 
● Amazon takes a step toward cryptocurrency 
● RIA momentum pushes $55B to indie channel 
● 'Too much choice' in advisor tech? 
●  
 
FinTech News Round Up: 10/27/2017 
● Large banks make terrible partners, fintechs say 
● ‘Speed matters’: Mastercard nixes the signature 
● Inside Finn, Chase’s millennial-minded mobile app 
● ‘We’re moving from the back end to the front end’: Cross River Bank CEO Gilles Gade 
● Execs look at fintech's progress and where it's headed 
● PayPal is now worth more than American Express 
● It's official: When a bank screws you over, you're on your own 
● Square, the Twitter Boss’s Other Company, Could Pass It in Value 
● Uber is launching a credit card 
● How credit unions can advance inclusion 
● Sustainable investing growing on pension demand, millennials 
● JPMorgan reaches beyond its branches with new mobile account app 
● Adobe is bringing its A.I. platform Sensei into the banking industry 
● Why PFM apps are moving into investing 
● Big tech firms like Amazon are eager to eat the banking industry’s lunch 
● Online banking users to be warned by instant pop-up messages if they are targeted by fraudsters 
● Bank system better at tracking illegal activity than digital currencies like bitcoin, says BofA CEO 

Moynihan 
● Wall Street Embraces Silicon Valley as Tech Shakes Up Finance 
● Wall Street’s research jobs are the most likely to be upended by artificial intelligence 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 10/20/2017 
● Barclaycard Launches Interactive Learning Courses to Reach Small Businesses 
● From new car scents to splurge alerts: How Ally differentiates on experience 
● “Banks just aren’t set up to understand small businesses” 
● Fintech market moves beyond lending 
● J.P. Morgan to Buy Payments Firm WePay in First Major Fintech Acquisition 
● What to know about blockchain-powered transborder payments 
● HSBC's partnering with fintech startup Bud in latest Open Banking push for First Direct 
● Financial advisers are using AI to find customers 
● Zelle is winning the peer-to-peer payments war, sort of 
● How consumer banking leaders are embracing AI 
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● Robots Are Coming for These Wall Street Jobs 
● Cash is losing popularity in these cities around the world (but not in the U.S.) 
● Investment companies are launching ‘robos for advisers’ offerings 
● Government report sounds alarm on retirement crisis: Retirement Scan 
● First ETF family with exposure to major political events: Fund Scan 

 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 10/13/2017 
● Santander Bank Attracts Millennials With Data-Driven Content Marketing 
● How an Idaho credit union is using live video banking 
● When it comes to mobile payments, banks need to learn from retailers 
● Chase is using its Warriors deal to beef up Chase Pay offering 
● Why a digital bank is turning branches into art galleries 
● Digital payments expected to hit 726 billion by 2020 — but cash isn't going anywhere yet 
● Wells Fargo expands fintech banking team 
● Wells to allow ATM withdrawals through mobile wallets 
● Banks are pushing opportunities for charity work to recruit talent 
● The human touch: How legacy advisers are adapting to the rise of the robo 
● Why banks are looking to the retail industry for ideas 
● Big banks discuss how to adjust to a digital economy 
● RBC is building AI into its mobile banking app 
● ‘It’s not old news’: Chase prioritizes better, fewer physical branches 
● BBVA, a Spanish bank, reinvents itself as a digital business 
● After cutting back site list in March, JPMorgan Chase has doubled the number of sites it 

advertises on in the past six months 
● Fixed income eyes data science 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 10/6/2017 
● How The Points Guy became the industry’s best content marketing channel 
● Bank of America embarks on cloud-first digital transformation 
● Goldman Sachs Explores a New World: Trading Bitcoin 
● Cheatsheet: Everything you need to know about ICOs 
● Competition in PFM market heats up as HSBC gears up to launch ‘Beta’ 
● Cheatsheet: What you need to know about fractional investing 
● A Maine credit union is testing an Alexa skill for banking 
● BlackRock Is in Talks for a Stake in a Fintech Company 
● Starling Bank expands to offer business accounts 
● Why Deutsche Bank is suddenly big on open source 
● Inside Bank of Ireland’s cross-border payments push 
● Startups say this fintech ‘lab’ is giving them needed access to Wall Street and regulators 
● Will regtech kill bank jobs? 
● Bitcoin’s Rise Happened in Shadows of Finance. Now Banks Want In 
● The coming war over your financial data 
● From 'best bank no one's heard of' to 'most ethical company' 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 9/29/2017 
● Schwab sees client revenue falling ‘further and further’ 
● JP Morgan Chase Deemed Most Popular 
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● Sean Wise: ‘Customers are the real people validating fintech ideas’ 
● BBVA ports 92% of product portfolio to the mobile 
● People you should know: The blockchain whizzes in banking 
● The state of blockchain in banking and finance 
● Stop the emails: How this small bank streamlined project management 
● Why finance brands are pushing experiences 
● Inside Citi’s nostalgia marketing strategy 
● A guy who helped revolutionize Amazon explains what the future of finance looks like 
● Goldman Sachs’ foray into consumer banking is getting aggressive 
● HSBC moves into open banking 
● Morgan Stanley CEO: Bitcoin Is 'More Than Just A Fad' 
● ‘Everyone talks about being client centric’: Citi Ventures’ Vanessa Colella 
● How the US' largest credit card issuer is staying competitive in the age of tech disruption 
● Mastercard’s CMO Believes Marketers Are Too Focused on the Latest Tech Gadget, Need to Get 

Back to Basics 
● From Fingerprints To Faces: Bank of America Explores Biometrics’ Next Phase 
● Is Yahoo a fintech company now? 
● Why are Amazon, PayPal meeting with bank regulators? 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 9/22/2017 
● Equifax was reportedly hacked almost five months before its first disclosed date 
● Why Charles Schwab is putting on a TV show 
● Chase is streaming concerts on its Facebook page 
● Santander International in digital banking revamp 
● JPMorgan Seeks to Banish Paper Payments With a Fintech Venture 
● Why mobile wallet companies are pushing plastic cards 
● Investopedia launches online finance and investing academy 
● ‘Survival of the fittest’: How ageism issues affect the finance industry 
● ‘A story the world needs to invest in’: Inside State Bank of India’s inclusion efforts 
● One in five central banks say they will be using blockchain tech by 2019 
● Robo adviser tackles investment anxiety 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 9/15/2017 
● Personal finance app MoneyLion is experimenting with augmented reality 
● Equifax has changed the industry’s approach to digital identity 
● Data-R-Us: The Purchase And Sale Of Data 
● Samsung is working with banks to roll out retail pop-ups 
● How a Norwegian virtual bank is using machine learning 
● Facial biometrics in banking still face security hurdles, say analysts 
● Avoid ‘FOMO’: Why banks need to focus on humans, not tech 
● Hang on to your cash. This dash to digitise payments is dangerous 
● Goldman Nabs Fintech Group in Push to Boost Online Lending 
● Xero and Santander team on SME banking service 
● PayPal Will Grow P2P Opportunities By ‘Going After’ Cash 
● How XE’s Beric Farmer turned foreign exchange rates into a real business 
● Need a smartphone loan? Spruce up that Facebook profile 
● Allstate’s Chief Marketing Officer Sanjay Gupta Steps Down After 5 Years 
● Median U.S. Household Income Up for 2nd Straight Year 
● America’s highest-earning state probably isn’t the one you would expect 
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● ‘The house Jamie built’: How JPMorgan Chase became the industry’s conscience 
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● UBS is testing a cognitive agent on its back office employees 
● Are Taxis the New Banks? 
● How banks are reaching out to visually impaired customers 
● Banks struggle with empathy, privacy issues with voice banking 
● ‘The biggest challenge is how to reskill people’: The risks of financial automation 
● Deutsche Bank plans to replace a “big number” of workers with robots 
● Goldman Sachs is waiting by the phone for your call 
● ‘Alexa, did my rent check clear?’: Inside U.S. Bank’s voice banking strategy 
● The next frontier for personal finance: senior citizens 
● Bank of America upgrades its digital offerings 
● How Zelle Banking App Is Different Than Venmo 
● Social media and a day in the life of a compliance officer 
● Equifax data leak could involve 143 million consumers 
● Jack Dorsey’s Square Makes a Move Into Banking 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 9/1/2017 
● Amazon is a threat to banks — just not in the way you think 
● How Walmart’s money services compete with payday lenders and check cashers 
● Bank of America Files 9 More Blockchain Patent Applications 
● How digital payments became politicized 
● The newest metric for financial success: Customers’ emotions 
● Fitbit brings NFC payments to Ionic smartwatch 
● Most Americans live paycheck to paycheck 
● Banks are falling behind when it comes to understanding — and using — data 
● What top finance execs are reading this fall 
● Banks aren't giving up on personal finance app 
● Three fears for banks that share customer data with Facebook, Amazon 
● Amex releases mobile feature in bid to challenge personal lenders 
● Why microinvesting app Acorns is trying to become a publisher 
● Inside Allstate’s mobile payments strategy 
● Goldman plots return to banking growth mode through hires, investments 
● Wells Fargo Boosts Fake-Account Estimate 67% to 3.5 Million 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 8/25/2017 
● Inside KeyBank’s partnership strategy 
● Barclays Bank Launches ‘Pay with Siri’ 
● Goldman Sachs is Wall Street’s biggest unicorn herder 
● Why Equifax is getting into digital identity 
● How TD Ameritrade tackles security in Facebook Messenger chatbot 
● San Francisco and Berlin have new competition for the capital of 'fintech' 
● StashInvest’s Brandon Krieg: ‘Bigger companies crave innovation but it’s much harder for them to 

move fast’ 
● 'Data is the new oil': Your personal information is now the world's most valuable commodity 
● You can now buy $400 pants with a subprime loan 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 8/18/2017 
● Silicon Valley North: Canada is poised to attract fintech talent 
● This 29-Year-Old Learned To Love Investing By Making It A Game 
● Tearsheet termsheet: What you need to know about financial services fraud 
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● How Brokerage App Robinhood Got Millennials To Love The Market 
● Why fintech startups love advertising on the New York City subway 
● Goldman Tops Banks Betting on a New Type of Hedging 
● How RBC is using a blockchain to overhaul its loyalty program 
● How Amazon's Alexa will upend wealth management 
● Why finance brands are so hot on content marketing 
● Nationwide to invest $100 million in startups dealing with finance, insurance, privacy 
● Barclays Puts in Sensors to See Which Bankers Are at Their Desks 
● Alipay vs WeChat: Challenges and strategies of two payment giants going global 
● JPMorgan hires AI expert to help build global trading hub 
●  
 
FinTech News Round Up: 8/11/2017 
● Countering West Coast Pull, by Helping Finance Start-Ups Sell in New York 
● Personal Finance Management apps are folding as banks work them into their own apps 
● Inside Wells Fargo’s plan to ‘disrupt the disruptors’ 
● J.P. Morgan Chase Axes Popular Debit Card Feature 
● The eyes have it: Bank of America, Samsung pilot iris-scan logins 
● SunTrust hosts financial advice pop up tour in Roanoke 
● USAA lets members bare their financial souls to Alexa 
● BlackRock, Vanguard Say Bond Market's Got This Trade All Wrong 
● Fidelity allows clients to see digital currencies on its website 
● How startups are edging out larger players on small-business retirement plans 
● Wells Fargo also gouged small businesses on credit-card fees 
● In Debt We Trust for U.S. Consumers With $12.7 Trillion Burden 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 8/4/2017 
● Why robo-adviser Betterment is letting all customers access human advice 
● For fintech inspiration, LPL turns to Acorns, not Betterment 
● Why fintech can be friend or foe for values-based banks 
● How Canadian retailers are waging war on cash 
● JPMorgan, Goldman and others are easing their dress codes in a bid for tech talent 
● JPMorgan takes AI use to the next level 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 7/28/2017 
● NowThis is partnering with Chase to help millennials feel better about banks 
● Cheatsheet: What to know about Amazon Pay 
● New technologies, wealthy customers: What to know about Citi’s investor day 
● How Wells Fargo is letting customers take back control of their financial data 
● ‘They need new blood’: Wells Fargo is in another reputational crisis 
● Fintech investments hit record high in second quarter 
● Inside the development of Erica, Bank of America’s AI-powered bot 
● How Goldman Sachs Builds Its Brand Beyond Wall Street 
● Inside PNC's retail banking overhaul 
● Money managers fear this ‘tail risk’ the most 
● Pickup in Confidence Shows Americans Upbeat on Jobs, Economy 
● Private Capital Managers are Charging Higher Fees 
● Midwest community bank merger: First Financial buying MainSource for $1 billion 
● This Mobile Banking App Has 28.4 Million Active Users 
● Walmart Offers Banking Services, Wants Customers To Save Money 
● Less Readable Disclosures Can Turn Off Investors 
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FinTech News Round Up: 7/21/2017 
● Mobile banking may be hurting other channels 
● How credit unions are embracing fintech to stay competitive 
● ‘Driving force’: Inside PayPal’s partnership strategy 
● Wells Fargo Says Issuing Fewer Customer Stats Helps Staff Focus 
● Wells Fargo to release a digital mortgage tool by end of 2018 
● How Fidelity uses design thinking to approach customer pain points 
● Wells Fargo rethinks retail, plans to shutter 450 branches 
● Inside the decades-long quest to bring down financial information giant Bloomberg 
● How banks are using customer data for personalized experiences 
● Inside Bank of America’s mobile-financing strategy for small businesses 
● PayPal joins Chase and Citi to expand your mobile wallet 
● Machines Poised to Take Over 30% of Work at Banks, McKinsey Says 
● How SoFi is developing its financial services offerings 
● Wells Fargo Accidentally Releases Trove of Data on Wealthy Clients 
● The Mega-Money Manager Killing His Automated Competition 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 7/14/2017 
● BlackRock cuts fees, builds bond indexes in bid 'to be ubiquitous' 
● PayPal wants to help small businesses go global as cross-border payments race heats up 
● How JPMorgan is pushing back against fraud in fintech 
● In finance, blockchain is being used beyond bitcoin 
● Why fintech companies are acting like banks 
● What Santander’s latest bets say about the future of fintech 
● Goldman Sachs relaxes dress code for techs in fight for talent 
● UBS investment bank exec: ‘Digesting and analysing data is the future 
● The race is on to kill the ATM card 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 7/7/2017 
● Finance companies are led by people who aren’t tech savvy and will never be 
● Inside robo-adviser Wealthsimple’s content strategy 
● Inside BNP Paribas’ blockchain-powered securities platform 
● Peek Inside The Fintech Arms Race Between Banks And Startups 
● Reuters Plus Bows Native Video Campaign For Synchrony Financial 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 6/30/2017 
● How SunTrust Bank’s CMO Uses Data To Start A Movement 
● ‘Design is a competitive advantage’: How three banks are integrating design into customer 

experience 
● More than a cash dispenser: How banks are rethinking the ATM 
● Dimon Says JPMorgan Headcount to Keep Rising Despite Automation 
● Oracle picks up part of BofA as a new customer for its financial planning software 
● Spanish Bank Santander Forges Ahead In Fintech With The Red Lyra Blockchain Network 
● ‘We don’t need another fintech app’: Why startups need to focus on infrastructure 
● Why big banks are exploring shared ATMs 
● How much of a threat to finance is a ‘Bank of Amazon’? 
● Real-time payments and portable identity: The most underserved areas in financial technology 
● PayPal invests in online lender LendUp 
● How Citi and Wells Fargo are creating cultures of innovation 
● 2017 reputation survey: Banks avoid the Wells Fargo drag 
● Buffett's company to become Bank of America's top shareholder 
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FinTech News Round Up: 6/23/2017 
● Finance sector employers hunt for digital natives 
● The challenge of solving for financial inclusion 
● What the Amazon-Whole Foods deal means for banking 
● The Top 100 Hedge Funds 
● How socially responsible investing is moving beyond the wealthy 
● How TD uses voice to bring a retail experience to digital banking 
● The Future Of Technology According To Bank Of America's Chief Operations And Technology 

Officer 
● One year in: How JPMorgan is transforming small-business lending 
● Goldman Sachs is ready to disrupt the financial industry’s startups 
● Instant bank transfers are coming to PayPal and Venmo 
● 5 charts that show where open APIs are taking banks 
● Capital One, Discover win honors for best mobile financial apps 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 6/16/2017 
● Wells Fargo’s CMO on Lifetime Customers, Mountains of Data, and Coming Back From a 

Scandal 
● This Wall Street veteran has raised $107 million to build the 'app store' of financial services 
● You’ve come a long way … yet ATMs are about to get a whole lot smarter 
● Why connected device payments haven’t reached mass adoption 
● Retailpocalypse: Bank branches are closing in droves 
● ‘Not just for millennials’: How banks are marketing Zelle 
● Inside BNY Mellon’s marketing strategy 
● Deutsche Bank's wealth management arm to hire 100 client managers 
● Cheatsheet: What to know about Prime Reload, Amazon’s latest rewards program 
● As mobile payments expand, Chase Pay seeks to differentiate 
● Bank tellers are in danger of extinction as the ATM of the future takes over 
● A 'digital CFO' in customers' pockets: Where banking should go 
● Morgan Stanley Developing Online Mortgage Application Tool 
● Visa dreams of turning your entire home into a cash register 
● AIG teams with IBM to use blockchain for 'smart' insurance policy 
● Goldman-backed startup Circle launches no-fee foreign payments service 
● MassMutual Ventures’ Doug Russell: We want to become more innovative as a firm 
● Mobile-first, but not digital-only: Why the bank of the future may still center around people 
● ‘Friend or foe’: What banks have learned from working with fintech 
● The Three Things Financial Execs Can Learn from the Banking Revolution 
● Wells Fargo employees paid for first time using new pay scheme 
● Hedge funds face a crisis of confidence 
● Chase eyeing branch expansion in ‘certain other states,' consumer chief says 
● Finding novel ways to trade on sentiment data 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 6/9/2017 
● Bankers, legacy structures and relevancy: The industry on what’s stopping banks from innovating 
● Dating, schmoozing and booze: SoFi is trying to make online lending more social 
● Memphis Banks Build Brand Awareness Via Marketing, Community Investments 
● The state of the modern banking experience 
● Inside SAP’s New York innovation community center 
● An odd bit of good news for active managers: investors flee—but less rapidly 
● Ant Financial seen becoming world’s top consumer bank 
● What banks can learn from Amazon 
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● How BNP Paribas is targeting millennials on Snapchat 
● Social media is an opportunity to humanize big banks 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 4/28/2017 
● Inside T. Rowe Price’s Facebook Live strategy 
● FinTech Week: By the numbers 
● Big banks take on ultimate omnichannel challenge: Mobile mortgages 
● Banks in unique position to advocate for consumers' privacy rights 
● Why the future of credit could lie in ‘social vouching’ 
● IBM Tests Watson Technology to Keep Eye on Traders 
● The UN Wants to Adopt Bitcoin And Ethereum – And Soon 
● Mark Cuban is backing an app that's trying to help people avoid overdraft fees 
● CommonBond Launches Direct Student Loans For Undergraduates 
● Digital Banks Are Moving Past the Idea of Passing Around Paper Money 
● Inside Chase’s marketing strategy 
● The pros and cons of psychometric credit scoring 
● How a selfie could be the key to unlocking a life insurance policy 
● Where funding for financial technology is going, in five charts 
● Investopedia now wants to ‘match’ financial advisers with readers 
● How Banks Can Compete Against an Army of Fintech Startups 
● Aspiration can now tell you the ‘social impact’ of your monthly spending 
● Apple is in talks to launch its own Venmo 
● Bank-fee-killing service rolled out by fintech firm 
● PayPal Will Open Pay With Venmo to ‘Millions’ of Merchants This Year 
● Banks are loosening up internally so they can work with startups 
● Fintech wants to make you feel better about where you spend your money 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 4/21/2017 
● Are you too neurotic? Lenders test personalities to determine loan eligibility 
● 5 charts that show that blockchains are too immature for finance 
● Simple is closing some customer bank accounts, and users are mad as hell 
● How AI is transforming the future of fintech 
● Ex-Barclays CEO Antony Jenkins: We're 'beginning to see some Uber moments' in finance 
● Banks are suddenly scaling back lending, and Wall Street isn't sure what to make of it 
● The Risk of Rising Consumer Borrowing 
● What the Father of Venture Capital Can Teach Us About Blockchain 
● Hardly a Venmo killer, banks are being cautious with Zelle rollout 
● Inside Bond Street’s content marketing strategy 
● Banks Rack Up Advisory Fees as Fiduciary Rule’s Future Hangs 
● How PayPal is moving into retail payments 
● JPMorgan Said to Plan Tripling Size of New York Technology Hub 
● Nasdaq goes on attack with fintech investment programme 
● Mastercard’s new credit card has a built-in fingerprint scanner 
● How Finance Brands Like Goldman Sachs Use Content to Build Trust and Win Customers 
● How Ant Financial is transforming the Chinese payments industry 
● How Mastercard is applying lessons from Apple Pay to its plastic cards 
● 5 charts on how mobile payments are growing in China 
● A stock market behemoth is looking to invest millions in new startups 
● BBVA Taps Blockchain to Make International Payments in Seconds 
● Five areas of fintech that are attracting investment 
● Citigroup Names David Chubak to Run Retail Business 
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FinTech News Round Up: 4/14/2017 
● How Goldman Sachs Made More Than $1 Billion With Your Credit Score 
● Experian enlists behavioral biometrics startup to combat fraudsters 
● Inside Wells Fargo’s mission to create a password-less future 
● Visa, Amazon Partner to Bring Better Data to B2B Clients 
● Banks scramble to fix old systems as IT 'cowboys' ride into sunset 
● BNP’s Petra Wikstrom: The human-robot hybrid is the way of the future 
● Inside Bank of Ireland’s New York innovation hub 
● The big question: Should fintech startups buy banks? 
● Your eyes say you’re here to get cash: The future of branch biometrics 
● Android Pay now works in Bank of America, USAA, Discover & other mobile banking apps 
● Fintech: Revolution or Hype? 
● How do you make money when your job is to help people save? 
● Chase, Wells Report Strong Mobile User Growth 
● Transparency remains a sticking point for online lenders 
● Yoga classes and snacks: Umpqua Bank wants to make banking less of a chore 

FinTech News Round Up: 4/7/2017 
● How finance brands use Instagram 
● US ATM fraud surges despite EMV 
● Amazon Cash opens up underserved market 
● JPMorgan's Head of New Technologies Hired by LendingClub 
● Inside the fintech accelerator program in Little Rock 
● How Hackers Hijacked a Bank’s Entire Online Operation 
● Chase Spent $600 Million on Fintech Deals in 2016 
● MOVES-Former Wealthfront CEO Nash joins Acorns board 
● What JPMorgan is doing with that $9.5 billion tech spend 
● Identity Fraud Hits Record High in 2016 
● Deutsche Bank launches new mobile payment app 
● Wells Fargo: Banks need to create data exchange standards 
● Why insurance technology startups are going to Des Moines 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 3/31/2017 
● Why blockchains won’t revolutionize finance 
● A Bitcoin civil war is threatening to tear the digital currency in 2  
● A German Bank Accidentally Transferred $5.4 Billion to Four Other Banks 
● IRS Crackdown on Bitcoin Exchange Fuels Privacy Worries 
● Wells Fargo rolls out card-free access at all of its ATMs 
● Could Google give fintech apps a needed boost? 
● Wells Fargo’s Robo Adviser to Cost More Than Rivals’ Options 
● Why blockchains won’t revolutionize finance 
● The state of fintech funding, in five charts 
● ‘A slow-moving wave’: Why cardless ATMs haven’t taken off in the US 
● BBVA joins Hyperledger blockchain project 
● Venmo Looks To Branch Out From P2P Mobile Payments 
● HSBC and First Direct to get VocaLink Pay by Bank app 
● BBVA creates global head of data role 
● WTF is an initial coin offering? 
● RBC is using video conferencing to bring the human touch back to banking 
● As millennials 'Venmo' each other money, banks fight back with their own mobile apps 
● J.P. Morgan Set to Run First Apps in Public Cloud 
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FinTech News Round Up: 3/24/2017 
● Canadian banks are building a digital identity tool 
● Why mobile phones are giving millions access to financial services 
● A new breed of trader is threatening the Wall Street establishment 
● U.S. Bank enables mobile payments for Visa corporate cards 
● Goldman building robo-adviser to give investment advice to the masses 
● Citi FinTech CEO Yolande Piazza: We’re not too big to change 
● How one startup aims to help ‘credit invisible’ foreign workers in the U.S. 
● Deutsche Bank launches tech startup lab in New York City 
● U.S. Bank’s Dominic Venturo on creating a model for innovation 
● 5 ways banks are using Snapchat 
● The Big Interview: Silicon Valley Bank 
● The Tearsheet term sheet: The definitive guide to fintech jargon 
● Banks Trimming Compliance Staff as $321 Billion in Fines Abate 
● CFPB fines Experian $3 million for lying about consumers' credit scores 
● Samsung is aiming to widen access to contactless payments 
● Banks and Tech Firms Battle Over Something Akin to Gold: Your Data 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 3/17/2017 
● The bank with a bar: Inside Scotiabank’s downtown Toronto ‘digital factory’ 
● Bittercoin: true blockchain believers vs. the trough of disillusionment 
● The influence of Uber ratings is about to be felt in the hallways of one of the world’s largest banks 
● Morgan Stanley hiring hundreds into wealth unit to train technophobe advisers 
● ‘Toes in the water’: Banks play around with chatbots 
● Charles Schwab launches hybrid human-robo financial advice 
● Citi broadens mobile services for corporate customers 
● Visa's new contactless payment card is a pair of sunglasses 
● CFTC Chief Pick Says Commission Should Embrace Fintech 
● SocGen Taps Amazon, Microsoft for Cloud as Banks Target Costs 
● Fintech Firms Get Chance to Apply for Banking License 
● Samsung's New S8 to Adopt Facial Recognition for Payments 
● Chatbots Bringing On Business Operations Revolution? 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 3/10/2017 
● Financial reform: Friend or foe to fintech startups? 
● Fed's Powell warns of digital currency's risks 
● Financial Firms Unprepared For Cyber Security Risks Leaves Room For Fintech Expansion 
● Why Zelle is more than just a Venmo clone 
● It May Be Another Record Year in China for Fintech, Accenture Says 
● Symantec ventures into cybersecurity start-up space 
● Ask a VC: Why Andrew Parker thinks blockchain is past its prime 
● State Street Wants to Monetize Blockchain With Artificial Intelligence 
● How Artificial Intelligence Will Change Everything 
● Credit bureaus assess ‘unscoreables’ and offer others a second chance 
● The US government is defending its fintech charter 
● USAA backs digital identity firm 
● What the SEC needs to do to approve the bitcoin ETF 
● Why ‘challenger banks’ haven’t taken off in the US 
● Is Venmo the Next Big Social Network? 
● BNP Launches Digital Investment Advisory Tool 
● Bitcoin Plummets 18% as SEC Rejects Winklevoss ETF Proposal 
● JPMorgan Chase buying up MCX technology after Apple Pay competitor CurrentC failed to 

launch 
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FinTech News Round Up: 3/3/2017 
● Inside blockchain’s simmering war of semantics 
● Explainer: How neural networks are changing credit scores 
● How banks are using Watson 
● Investors line up to refill fintech coffers 
● Santander bank to work with IBM developing mobile apps for staff 
● PayPal's digital payments reign continues 
● SEC wades in on robo-advisors 
● Riding the rails: Chicago’s route to a cardless transit payment system 
● JPMorgan Software Does in Seconds What Took Lawyers 360,000 Hours 
● Simple’s new kind of shared bank account targets unmarried partners, roommates & more 
● Walmart updates app to ease money transfers 
● Inside the Royal Bank of Canada’s machine-learning labs 
● InvestCloud launches US innovation centre 
● Citi Links To Treasurers Via API 
● 10 years on: Once a first mover, Mint must work to stay relevant 
● National Funding moved its contact center to the cloud to create a better customer experience 
● Winklevoss Twins Await Imminent SEC Decision on Bitcoin ETF 
● More Mobile Banking Does Not Make Customers Happier 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 2/24/2017 
● The Rise of Mobile Banking 
● TransferWise launches international money transfers via Facebook 
● Visa, IBM make every connected device a possible point of sale 
● PayPal-TIO deal could increase Venmo revenue, utility 
● It’s all talk at Santander as voice recognition banking begins 
● Ransomware has exploded thanks to Bitcoin’s anonymity 
● Why Amazon buying Capital One isn’t such a crazy idea 
● RBS plans fintech fund to stimulate banking competition 
● U.S. Bank Wants To Remove Passwords From Login in 2017 
● Why big banks are helping financial tech startups 
● Inside USAA’s new 120-person Austin design studio 
● An AI Hedge Fund Created a New Currency to Make Wall Street Work Like Open Source 
● DocuSign Wants to Handle Your Dollars, Not Just Your Documents 
● Why banking’s ‘omnichannel’ dreams haven’t become reality 
● Silicon Valley Tried to Upend Banks. Now It Works With Them. 
● Big Banks Declare War on Venmo 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 2/17/2017 
● Wells Fargo forms internal team focused on mobile, digital developments 
● Bank of America is testing employee-less branches to serve digital-first customers 
● ‘It’s a giant nuisance for every business’: What 6 billion yearly sales tax transactions say about 

the future of ecommerce 
● Banks Look to Cellphones to Replace A.T.M. Cards 
● Now Santander lets you make payments using just your voice 
● AI and Bitcoin Are Driving the Next Big Hedge Fund Wave 
● Kudi wants to make it easier to pay bills in places where internet access is limited 
● Fintech firms form new research group 
● Geeks venture into Goldman Sachs' world of big deals and egos 
● PayPal looks to help you pay off your bills 
● Brandeis University launches online master’s program in financial technology 
● Here’s Why This Top VC Says Amazon Is Set to Rule the Fintech Game 
● Google Assistant on the verge of launching payments feature 
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● Silicon Valley: It is Time to Start Caring about Dodd-Frank 
● WTF is open banking? 
● Roostify to Power Self-Serve Mortgage Platform for Chase Bank 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 2/10/2017 
● Shift to cashless commerce: Creating a digital payments roadmap 
● How Amazon could shake up the mobile payment industry  
● Why robo-advisers are looking to former magazine editors for the human touch 
● WTF is conversational banking? 
● 3 Reasons Fintech Is Failing 
● What Silicon Valley expects from banks 
● Amazon Payments Nearly Doubles Volume With Help From 33 Million Customers 
● How AI Will Become the Most Defining Technology for the Banking Industry 
● How financial tech startups are reaching out to low-income Americans 
● NatWest to launch robo-advice service 
● On the road to voice payments, Google and Amazon pull ahead of Apple 
 
FinTech News Round Up: 2/3/2017 
● Four ways the connected car will change banking 
● A fintech startup tries to shake up American student loans 
● The Day Harvard Stopped Being a Hedge Fund 
● 3 things banks can do to move more customers out of the branch 
● Trulioo’s Stephen Ufford: Regtech is the sexiest part of fintech 
● H&R Block is now using IBM Watson to find tax deductions 
● Fintech SoFi buys its way into banking 
● WTF is proptech? 
● Big data for analyzing adviser businesses, clients part of TD's fintech strategy for 2017 
● 4 success tips from a fintech entrepreneur 
● Wealthfront's Big Bet on Automated Financial Planning 
● Chase has a 10-person ‘newsroom’ delivering financial tips and advice 
● Why retailers struggle to adopt mobile payments 
● The Importance Of Data Access For Fintech 

 
FinTech News Round Up: 1/27/2017 
● Is China's Fintech Sector Just Another Knockoff? 
● Why Banks and Alternative Lenders Will Play Ball in 2017 
● The state of online SMB lending in 4 charts 
● A Rude Awakening for Blockchain's Dreamers 
● Beyond robo-compliance: How bots will soon permeate banking 
● Fintech Companies Could Give Billions of People More Banking Options 
● Is blockchain necessary? 
● Ford financing goes high-tech with AutoFi 
● Google and Amazon’s Next Disruption target: Financial Advice? 
● Car companies look to fintech to fund new lending and financing 
● How the Financial Times keeps up editorial experimentation 
● Wall Street Is Hiring ... in Florida; Financial companies are nearshoring 
● Why the JPM-Intuit partnership is a big step for data sharing 
● The Future of FinTech is Human 
● How Banks and Credit Unions Should Calculate Customer Engagement 
● Chase, Intuit partnership gives customers more control over personal financial information 
● LendingClub Chairman Launches New Fintech VC Fund 
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